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1. Introduction - Software offers the greatest potential for innovation

The automotive industry faces more pressure to innovate than ever. Traditional markets in the industrialized nations are 
saturated with vehicles, and customer expectations for innovative functionality are no longer restricted to premium cars. 
Emerging markets are highly competitive and vehicle makers strive for a competitive edge while aggressively containing 
costs. 

Virtually every area of the vehicle faces emerging technologies that add to the cost and complexity of development.  
Hybrid electrical vehicles and fuel-cell engines are changing the demands on development of power train systems. Active 
and passive safety features like ABS and Airbags are expected as standard equipment, even in small cars. Further safety  
improvements require innovative technology such as collision detection systems or night vision. The sophistication of 
navigation and entertainment systems is also accelerating, across all categories of vehicle.  The common factor among all 
of these new and evolving systems is that they are all heavily dependent on software to function. Software has effectively 
become the driving force of innovation in many areas of technology and, in particular, in the form of embedded systems in 
vehicles1. 

1.1 Today’s automotive innovation is driven by software.

Until the 1970s innovation was built on mechanical or hydraulic components. In September 1968 Citroen introduced their 
“curve light technology” with a Bowden cable connection between steering wheel and headlight. Bosch introduced the 
first electronic ABS that was ready for serial production 1978. By 1981, GM was using microprocessor-based engine controls 
executing about 50 000 lines of code across its entire domestic passenger car production2.

Since the late 1990s automotive innovation has been mainly based on software. Driver assistance systems like the autono-
mous cruise control technology that was introduced in 1998 would be impossible without software. This is a clear and con-
tinuing trend - according to a study conducted by the Center for Automotive Research, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, VDA and 
the city of Leipzig, electronics and software accounted for about 16 percent of a vehicle’s total value in 1990, increased to 25 
percent by 2001 and by 2010, their share of a car’s total value was expected to climb to almost 40 percent3. 

1Broy, Manfred. Third ACM and IEEE International Conference on Formal Methods and Models for Co-Design, 2005.  
MEMOCODE ‘05. Proceedings. August 2005.
2This Car Runs on Code, IEEE Spectrum, February 2009
3“Electronics: Driving Automotive Innovation” Auto Electronics, Facts and Forecasts, 2005.

Figure 1 - Software & electronics cost in a vehicle as of 2010
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1.2 Traditional approaches to automotive software engineering

As the amount and complexity of software in vehicles continued to grow, OEMs and suppliers realized the importance of 
software engineering as self-contained engineering discipline. Specific tools emerged to address the particular challenges of 
software development in the automotive industry. Change management and requirements management systems are well 
established at most automotive development organizations, as well as version control and configuration management tools. 
However, the majority of organizations are addressing these challenges with stand-alone or loosely coupled ‘suites’ of tools. 
This approach to management of the software engineering lifecycle poses significant risks and challenges, including:

 >  A lack of traceability across entities in the repositories, resulting in errors, rework, risk to quality and significant  
 manual effort; 

 >  Reuse is limited to entities in one repository, inhibiting collaboration and limiting the value of reuse;
 
 >  Process and information silos across the organization, which reduces visibility into project status and obscures   
 the impact and cost of change; and
 
 >  A lack of support for cross domain product line management.

1.3 Automotive Application Lifecycle Management

MKS has been a trusted partner to leading OEMs and suppliers in the automotive industry for more than ten years. Our 
customers are able to improve the quality of their software components while managing the increasing complexities and 
enabling better collaboration between teams. 

As stated by one of our customers, the benefits of MKS Integrity are significant when it comes to improving the ability of the 
organization to develop and deliver embedded software:

“We have also significantly reduced development time for each project. Now we only need 2/3 of a 3-year development 
cycle with a significant increase in scope per project.” 4

The automotive industry solution for Application Lifecycle Management, built on MKS Integrity, is based on more than a  
decade of best practices and customer experience. This solution enables automotive companies to manage important  
areas of software engineering on one platform and provides interfaces for integrations with other enterprise systems and 
supports integration and data exchange scenarios between OEMs and suppliers.

4Hella Case Study, http://www.mks.com/resources/data/documents/case-studies/instances/case-study-hella
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2 - Barriers to innovation: three interrelated challenges

Acceleration of innovation for automotive organizations requires that the following three challenges be addressed:

1.  Quality – Achieve high quality while controlling costs

2.  Complexity – Manage and control the inherent complexity of software development

3.  Collaboration – Collaborate globally, across organizations and engineering disciplines

These challenges are all interrelated; each can have a tremendous impact on the success of an automotive organization. 
Together, they represent the potential to make or break an OEM supplier in today’s competitive and evolving market. Suc-
cessfully managing quality, complexity and collaboration will help ensure the organization achieves and sustains innovation, 
while failure in one or more of these areas can negatively impact the entire development lifecycle. 

Figure 2 - Three Interrelated Challenges

There are various considerations, barriers, technologies and successful strategies to master each challenge. This whitepaper 
is the first in a series of three that will address these challenges. 

This paper will examine the challenge of achieving high quality while controlling costs. Topics covered will include: review 
of the limitations inherent in traditional methods, current best practices, and successful solution strategies that have been 
proven at leading global organizations in the automotive industry.
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3 - Quality

3.1 - Challenge Definition

Automotive companies must achieve high quality while controlling costs; the quality of software is foundational to the qual-
ity of an electronic device. If the software does not work properly, the entire device is affected. 

 “Volvo is recalling model year 2008-2010 S80, model year 2009-2010 XC70 and model year XC60 vehicles. Under certain con-
ditions the software within the central electronic module (CEM) may not send a signal to the fuel pump electronic module 
(PEM). ... If the vehicle stalls in certain conditions, a crash could occur. Dealers will download software to the vehicles’ CEM 
free of charge. The recall began on September 30, 2009.”5

High product quality is what customers expect, and this need for quality strongly impacts the success and profitability of a 
vehicle. Quality has an impact on:

 >  Safety – Failure of software and electronic components in the control systems of vehicles can cause hazardous  
 situations that could even lead to lethal accidents.
 
 >  Reliability – Failure of software and electronic components in non-control systems of vehicles leads to poor   
 rankings in car maintenance statistics and has a negative impact on sales volume. As a big-ticket purchase, 
 customers expect robust and reliable vehicles. Recalls for voltage regulators and battery control software in 1.3 
 million Mercedes cars across various models in 2005 are a major example of this issue6  (of course, this also impacts  
 profitability, see below).

 >  Profitability - Rework is costly and has negative impact on time to market. Recalls (aka “post-consumer 
 rework”) can seriously impact profitability as well as affecting the company’s overall brand image. A range of recalls  
 including software-related issues by Toyota in 2009-2010 are projected to cost the company more than $2 billion  
 including legal costs, lost sales and warranty payments7. The cost of quality must be contained, because affordability  
 continues to be a leading determinant for purchase decisions; this ties any quality improvement closely to cost control. 

Process quality ensures efficient development and as a result an organization is able to deliver on time, control costs and 
implement changes or problem resolutions rapidly. It is widely accepted that product quality corresponds to process quality.

We will focus on three strategies that most significantly affect both process and product quality:
 >  Process management and improvement

 >  Requirements driven development and test management

 >  Development asset reuse

 

5From the NHTCA September 2009 Monthly Recall Report.
6USA Today, March 31, 2005
7Businessweek, February 9, 2010
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3.2 - Process management and improvement

Managing and enforcing processes with continuous improvement directly effects product quality. The most important 
standard for process improvement in the automotive industry is Automotive SPICE, which is derived from the international 
standard ISO/IEC 15504. This process framework (and also other process frameworks such as CMMI) describe the particular 
process areas that must be managed and improved, but emphasizes the need for global process definition and coordination 
of these interrelated process areas. Cohesive process management and improvement is a must to achieve SPICE levels above 
2.

3.2.1 - Traditional approach and shortcomings

The needs in specific development process areas caused the respective subject matter experts to introduce specialized tools 
– either home-grown or off the shelf. The typical tool landscape for process management in automotive software develop-
ment includes various disparate tools for requirements, change, version and configuration management, test and release 
management. 
Using separate tools for each process area creates challenges:

 >  Difficult to collect, analyze, and report on key data and metrics that span process areas

 >  Manual maintenance efforts on traceability documents is costly and error prone

 >  Continuous process improvement and global enforcement of development processes is impossible with 
 disconnected tools

Organizations using manual processes and disconnected tools will typically find it more difficult to achieve SPICE levels 
above 2, due to the lack of scalability inherent to manual processes.

3.2.2 - Solution strategies

There are two strategies to pursue more cohesive process management and improvement.

Strategy #1: Point-to-point integration of all involved tools 

This approach allows for basic traceability and report generation, and this approach allows engineers to continue using their 
established and highly specialized tools. However, there are limitations and risks to this approach that can include: 

 >  Global process enforcement and improvement is difficult to achieve

 >  Project management and process control remains largely manual 

 >  Compatibility issues block important tool upgrades or cause the integration chain to break

 >  Total cost of ownership is high due to integration costs plus additional maintenance and license costs.

 >  Separate (though integrated) tools reinforce the cultural and process silos of development.
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Figure 2 - Three Interrelated Challenges

Strategy #2: One system for all process areas

Enterprise process management systems provide solutions and functionality for all areas in the development process. This 
enables global process enforcement and reporting. Trace relationships are maintained in one repository and can be man-
aged across all process areas. The single tool and repository concept can eliminate compatibility issues and significantly 
reduces total cost of ownership. The challenges of a single system approach can include:

 >  Some tailored or specific functionality may be lost compared to single-domain point tools

 >  Cultural and political issues over “tool ownership” may cause resistance to adoption

 >  A ‘single source of truth’ also means ‘a single point of failure’; robust infrastructure and support processes are 
 required to avoid risk to productivity across multiple teams
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3.2.3 - The MKS Application Lifecycle Management approach

The MKS automotive ALM solution manages activities and assets for process areas described by SPICE and other capability 
models (e.g. CMMI). Every entity such as a requirement, change request or test case follows a defined workflow. Relation-
ships and workflow constraints orchestrate the particular processes. Global processes can be defined system wide and 
tailored for individual development project needs. 

MKS overcomes the typical shortcomings of this approach with 

 >  Role-specific view sets for superior usability

 >  Sophisticated solutions for all domains based on best practices and industry standards

 >  Open interfaces and APIs for integrations with specialized engineering tools. (E.g. IDE’s like Eclipse or Visual 
 Studio, modeling tools for UML, functional development and simulation environments like MATLAB, test execution  
 tools, etc.)

Figure 4 - The MKS approach

“MKS has enabled us to become compliant with SPICE Level 3. It is our internal integration platform, bringing together our 
complete process environment”

Head of Automotive Software Standards – A Tier-1 Automotive Supplier
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3.4 - Requirements-driven development and test management

Accurate, complete and unambiguous requirements are the groundwork for efficient and faultless development of complex 
systems. Product Quality in this context means that all product or system requirements are fulfilled. Thus, all development 
work must align with the requirements and test cases must validate and verify that the developed components and prod-
ucts results fulfill the requirements. In brief there are two important relationships:

Requirements -> are satisfied by -> Specification elements
Requirements -> are validated by -> Test Cases

3.4.1 - Traditional approach and shortcomings

In traditional approaches to automotive software engineering, the information about the satisfying design element or 
implementation entity (e.g. source code) is stored with the Requirement as metadata or additional text (trace information). 
Some Specialized Requirements Management and Engineering tools provide trace integrations with modeling and test 
management systems for maximum control.  

With this approach, the information about design and implementation entities that satisfy requirements and test cases that 
validate requirements is stored in a document or repository.  

However there are critical shortcomings. When one end of the trace relationship is changed, moved or deleted, there is no 
automated way of updating the trace information. As development work progresses there are typically two scenarios:

 a)  A growing amount of trace information becomes invalid. This makes it impossible to verify that the development  
 results fulfill the requirements (and there is no way to auditably demonstrate the quality of the system).
 
 b) Trace information is updated manually. This work is time consuming and error prone. It slows down the 
 development work because all changes must be communicated to the owner of the requirements.

3.4.2 - The MKS approach

MKS Integrity is based on a powerful 
and flexible relationship model that is
designed specifically to address the 
needs of complex product line 
development. Relationships are 
named, bi-directional and have a 
configurable multiplicity. The MKS 
platform uses this model to establish 
all required trace relationships. 

Requirements are related with Design 
and Implementation elements through
the named “satisfied by” relationship. 
The backwards relationship “satisfies” 
is automatically established. The same 
applies to the “validated by” relationship 
that links Requirements with Test Cases.

Figure 4 - The MKS approach
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Specific additional capabilities from these definable Relationships in MKS Integrity drive benefits to the development 
organization:

 >  Query capability – A query can return all requirements that are not (yet) validated by a test case or satisfied by a  
 specification or design element.

 >  Workflow constraints ensure that all design or implementation elements are related to the Requirement they  
 satisfy and all Test Cases are related to the Requirement they validate.
 
 >  The suspect flag mechanism identifies all impacted elements when an element is changed. This automatically  
 informs the owner of related elements (for review and/or modification). 

Figure 6 - Trace view with suspect flag

The MKS Integrity relationship model ensures  
that all development work for implementation  
and testing is aligned with the requirements  
and all related elements are consistent. As a  
result the product conforms to the requirements  
and the test cases can prove this conformance.  
In addition, the automation of traceability  
improves team productivity significantly  
(because team members are not required to  
manually search for and confirm change histories,  
or to reconcile disparate systems regarding  
versions/revisions of the many assets involved in 
development.

As requirements are directly related test assets in  
one system, MKS can not only provide real time  
metrics such as requirements test coverage but  
also provide important quality related progress  
indicators like a requirements test progress chart.

                    Figure 7 - Requirements test progress chart
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3.5 - Development Asset Reuse

Systematic reuse of development assets is one of the most important strategies for improving quality and increasing pro-
ductivity. However reuse implies several new challenges. Project teams reusing software must: 

 1) Understand the component or module 

 2) Integrate the component in their code and fix compatibility problems 

 3) Be able to run regression and integration tests in their project context

 4) Implement project specific modifications in a variant without affecting the mainline development

 5) Implement problem solutions or improvements in their project variant
 
 6) Propagate problem solutions or improvements back to the generic product line

 7) Receive problem solutions or improvements from the generic product line or upgrade to a new version that is  
 available on the mainline

Organizations that master these challenges have full benefit from systematic reuse of development assets. If these issues are 
not addressed, reuse is more difficult and can even have negative impacts on quality and productivity.

3.5.1 - Traditional approaches and shortcomings

There are basically two approaches how development assets are reused. “Clone and own” is the most popular and least  
complex strategy. “Reuse by reference” is more advanced and requires tool support.

”Clone and Own”
The reused development asset is copied with all relevant files and documents. This allows modifications in the project with-
out impact on the mainline and vice versa. Projects can reuse existing functionality without having to pay attention to the 
impact that a project specific change might have on the mainline or other projects reusing the same software. The low effort 
and low initial risk involved with this strategy makes it popular. 

There are key limitations and challenges involved with this approach:

 >  It is not possible to determine in which projects a particular module or component is reused.
 
 >  When a defect is detected in one project, it is difficult or even impossible to determine which other projects   
 might be affected. 
 
 >  When the defect is fixed, the fix cannot be readily propagated and applied to the other projects. 
 
 >  When a module is copied, there is no way to control the access rights to this asset and related documents   
 through one central access control system, which is critical for protection of the organizations development assets  
 (intellectual property).
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“Reuse by reference”
Development assets that are developed on a mainline can be referenced using so called reference lists or (symbolic) links. 
Many configuration management tools provide functionality to reference elements from generic code libraries. Database 
based tools can give a reasonable overview where a particular element is reused and allow integrating new versions with 
bug fixes or other improvements from the mainline in the project context.

When there is no advanced support for variant management, modifications in the project context lead to diverging variant 
development. There is no way to synchronize changes between the project variant and the mainline. When defects occur, it 
is possible to identify potentially affected projects, but there is no way to propagate and apply the fix to these. When direct 
references (e.g. symbolic links) are used, any changes in the mainline are automatically propagated to the project instead of 
being applied through a coordinated integration process.

A broader issue: No full V-Model reuse
In the above sections, the term “development asset” is used but the reality is that reuse rarely includes important elements 
like requirements and test cases. Too often, reuse is limited to the software/source code.  While there is value in reuse of 
source code, organizations that cannot make aggressive use among other development assets are missing a major opportu-
nity to reduce costs and ensure superior quality. 

Also, when code is changed in a project, the related requirements and test cases are rarely updated accordingly. To ensure 
consistency between requirements and implementation and testability of the product to prove that the product with reused 
components fulfills the requirements (=quality), full V-Model reuse is a must.

3.5.2 The MKS approach to Reuse

Reuse by reference for components including all relevant assets across the entire V-Cycle, is one of the major strengths in 
MKS Integrity. Source code is reused through shared subprojects. This is either a direct reference to a version of the mainline 
(read-only reuse) or a project specific variant with branches (variant reuse). 

Figure 8 - Code reuse by reference (read-only and variant)
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In MKS a component does not only consist of the implementation (source code). Requirements, Specifications and Test enti-
ties are equally important and therefore can be managed with the same degree of robustness. 

When a component is reused the related requirements (sub) documents, specifications and test suites are reused as well and 
placed in the project context. For read-only reuse this is a reference to the version of the entity that belongs to the compo-
nent version. For variant reuse, a branch of the entity is created. All trace Information can be propagated from the generic 
product line to the project.

Figure 8 - Code reuse by reference (read-only and variant)

When a problem concerning the reused component is reported in a project variant, all impacted elements are identified 
and linked with the problem report (impact relationships). The “locate where used” information shows all projects and the 
generic library referencing the same component or one of its variants. The affected projects are then referenced through  
the affects-relationship. When a project wants to integrate the existing problem solution, all information about impacted 
entities and the actual changes are available and can be propagated with tool support. This saves time and ensures 
consistency.

Figure 10 - Full V-Cycle reuse with trace and change propagation
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4 - Summary

Automotive organizations are under tremendous pressure to reduce cycle times, ensure compliance with safety and regula-
tory demands and achieve the highest levels of quality and innovation. The escalating volume and complexity of software in 
the systems and components of today’s vehicles is a staggering challenge and it will only continue to grow. Software is not 
only an opportunity for innovation and differentiation – it is a source of risk that can broadly and deeply affect the success of 
the entire organization because in many ways the software defines the experience of the customer who uses the vehicle.
Essentially, manufacturers achieve the same level of control and collaboration over software development as they have over 
the development of mechanical and electrical systems. The only way to achieve this control and collaboration is through the 
use of a coherent lifecycle management solution like MKS Integrity. 

Manual methods and disconnected systems can no longer address the demands of today’s automotive software engineer-
ing. A higher level of coordination and collaboration is required if manufacturers are to survive and thrive as they deliver 
vehicles that increasingly depend on software for success. 

MKS has a long history of success with automotive OEMs and suppliers; the automotive solutions built on MKS Integrity 
are ideally suited to solving the challenges inherent in the development and delivery of embedded software systems with 
process, technology and best practice support that is unparalleled in the industry:  

 1) MKS Integrity delivers process management and improvement with strong support for CMMI, SPICE and other  
 industry-standard processes and practices. 
 
 2) A single source of truth for software engineering enables requirements-driven development and test 
 management with a fraction of the effort and overhead needed to achieve this with disconnected ‘point tools’. 
 
 3) Reuse by reference across all development assets with full traceability and support for multiple product lines is  
 a capability that no other vendor can offer, and this translates into massive time, cost and risk-mitigation benefits  
 for our customers.

More information about MKS Integrity support for automotive embedded systems development is available here: 
http://www.mks.com/automotive 
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